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Chapter 891 The disadvantage of a spirit-type lifeform… 

The dual-selection meeting was a tradition of the martial arts school. There were usually two paths, and 

one path represented the combat zone. This type of Lord would buy off your right to serve. This type of 

zone would be more expensive, and the level of training would also be higher, however, the level of risk 

would also be higher. Usually, it would be a lord who had already fallen into certain battlefields and 

wanted to recruit new forces to train officers. After joining, one would be thrown into various 

battlefields to fight, one’s life was almost bound to the faction, and one’s life was one’s glory and one’s 

loss. 

The second channel represented the education district, and it was usually only used as an instructor. It 

did not involve the level of service one had. One could reject a Lord’s request for martial arts, and one 

could choose to retreat after a Lord’s faction was in danger, one would not be labeled as a deserter on 

one’s resume because of escaping. 

To put it bluntly, one channel was for military officers, and the other channel was for instructors. 

The former was suitable for students who wanted to quickly make a name for themselves. For example, 

Rennes had chosen the first path, while the latter was for students who wanted stability. For the time 

being, they did not want to serve on the battlefield, and they only wanted to earn some money to 

continue their studies. 

Seer naturally chose the second channel. In his future blueprint, regardless of whether it was in the field 

of technology or military, the higher-ups would definitely be d-ball players. Military officers would 

definitely not be able to retain people, the reason was very simple. No family’s disciples would be willing 

to submit to a group of Aboriginals. However, the key point was that the Aboriginals under seer were 

much more talented than most of the family’s disciples. When that time came, it would form a class 

conflict. 

 

Moreover, the lords who recruited family disciples as military officers would often give a portion of the 

benefits to the family due to the situation. On this point, seer was completely self-sufficient in talent. 

Why would he compromise with the family? 

At this moment, at the double selection meeting, a group of developers players looked at all kinds of 

races, and their eyes were dazzled… … 

“Wow, boss, do that, do that. Look at that woman’s back muscles, that line. Wow, it’s too perfect. I feel 

that the elven girls in our base really need such a female instructor to teach them!” 

“Back muscles?”Xi Ye tilted her head. “This thing can also stimulate you? Don’t you d-ball people only 

look at the front?” 

“This is the difference between old and new drivers!”The player said proudly, “In certain postures, 

smooth back muscles can stimulate people!” 



Xi Ye said lightly, “That’s the Bothar race, a race where women are respected. You’re probably thinking 

too much about having that kind of postures with her unless you can conquer her under certain 

circumstances. However, it’s basically impossible for developers. You’re no different from needles to 

them…”. “…” 

“Boss, I can do the surgery!” 

Seer said, “Local surgery has no form but no substance. Impact and explosive force are the way to go…” 

“My Lord…”as a female, bingo could not stand it any longer. “Why are you so skilled at driving?” 

Seer said, “I’m not driving. I’m just explaining the reality to him so that he won’t think too much about it. 

Your bodies are the most suitable for finding your own kind. If you really need a form, you can consider 

the female knights who have practiced martial arts in the new territories. As for the opposite sex with 

high genes, it’s better not to think about it. It’s basically impossible for the mental race in the federation 

to be together with the traditional race, because they simply can’t satisfy the other party’s needs…”. “…” 

The developers:”…” 

“Boss, can I do it again?”The developer who brought up the topic of the back muscles suddenly had 

tears streaming down his face. 

The expressions of the few companions around them were also unsightly. 

As their levels increased, the bodies of the Elves and Titans in the base became more and more 

beautiful. Many times, walking there would produce a strong attraction to the opposite sex. 

They had thought that they would be able to pair with one in the future, but their boss told them that 

they couldn’t do it? 

No… 

“Can’t a girl do it too?”Bingo couldn’t hold back her expression anymore. 

Seer glanced at her. “A girl can’t bear it, and her pelvis isn’t strong enough…” 

“WA (*) B! !”Bingo instantly looked like she was about to cry. Her boyfriend was an elf. Would he be 

abandoned because his pelvis wasn’t strong enough? 

Looking at the group of developers who had been defeated, Seer’s heart did not waver at all. 

If his body was not strong enough, then he was not strong enough. If it was an ordinary aboriginal, then 

it would not be a big deal. However, the evolution ability of Planet D’s people was so fast that it was not 

strong enough. He had wanted to talk about this topic for a long time, many developers in the base 

relied on the favorable conditions to attract elven partners. This kind of unhealthy trend was not 

acceptable. 

The evolution of spirit-type lifeforms was mostly based on the spirit core. They could evolve without too 

many resources, and they had a long life span. They could enjoy more convenience from the system. 

Most spirit-type lifeforms would be able to live for hundreds of millions of years as long as they reached 



level 10, the aging of the body could be maintained with all kinds of drugs without any scruples. It would 

not be a big problem if they were transplanted mechanically. 

However, ordinary life forms were different. Their bodies were the foundation of evolution. They 

needed more resources to maintain and train their bodies. They needed to maintain the tension of 

breaking through at all times. If they could not break through at a certain age, their bodies would begin 

to age. Moreover, in order to maintain the possibility of evolution, ordinary life forms could not use 

drugs carelessly. Once they used their bodies, they would become useless… 

Seer also knew that as long as it was a lifeform, it would have a pursuit for a beautiful body. However, as 

the saying went, there were gains and losses. A spirit-type lifeform had a higher lifespan and a simpler 

way of living. If the body could still hold an advantage.., then who would still walk the traditional path? If 

one wanted to obtain all the benefits, how could there be such a good thing in this world? 

“Excuse me… do you recruit Martial Monk instructors here?”A female voice asked generously. 

“Yes…”Xi ye nodded and looked at the other party. The one who came to ask the question was the 

Bothar tribe, who had just been praised by the developers for their beautiful back muscles. 

Their physique was indeed well-trained. It was no wonder that they were trained by Xandar Academy. 

After graduating from undergraduate, they were already at level seven. Their Qi and blood were full, 

and their aura was well-proportioned. It was obvious that it was not just their physique.., as a traditional 

martial monk, his Qi exercises were also very solid. 

Under the Seer Helmet, a satisfied smile appeared on his face. “Mm, do you want to apply for a job?” 

“Your salary… is it true?”The Botar woman looked at the treatment with some hesitation, the annual 

salary offered by seer for a martial monk was actually as high as 300,000 yuan. For a graduate, this 

treatment was a little exaggerated. After all, this was a recruitment for instructors, not military officers. 

It was not like they were selling their lives. 

“Yes, the salary is real. They also provide food and accommodation, and there will be additional 

performance bonuses, half-year bonuses, and other benefits for students’satisfaction…” 

“Are students referring to the Aborigines of your faction?” 

Seer: “Yes…” 

“Then what if the students are not satisfied? Will their salaries be deducted?”The Bothar clan asked with 

a frown, she had also heard that many suzerains liked to play this kind of trick. They deliberately offered 

high benefits, and when you entered, they would use all kinds of excuses to deduct it. Therefore, she 

had to ask clearly. 

“It won’t…”. Seer smiled and said, “Annual salary is the basic base salary, and it doesn’t involve 

performance. If students are generally dissatisfied, it won’t affect the basic salary payment, but if you 

don’t pass the performance test for three years in a row, we will think that you are not suitable for this 

job and dismiss you with equal pay!” 

The so-called equal pay dismissal was to settle the hourly pay at that time, and it did not include the 

rigid rules of the N + 5 federal layoffs. 



The other party nodded, and then continued to open the information that seer and the others had 

released and carefully read through it. 

The group of students that followed the Botar clan girl also followed to understand Seer’s conditions. 

“A new faction?”One of the Thunder clan’s men said in astonishment. 

“This is also normal. If it was a mature faction, why would they pay such a high price?” 

“But is the new power unstable?” 

“That depends on what you think. You want to find a stable job for life, which is indeed not very 

suitable, but if you want to earn some money, you can consider it. Moreover, if a new faction can come 

to our school’s VIP seats, it must be a deity overlord from a big family. It’s not lacking in money, so 

there’s still a certain guarantee…”. . “…” 

“That’s true…” 

As the women of the Bothar clan paid attention to the information on SEER faction, more and more 

students started to pay attention to them and started to discuss. 

As time passed, more and more students started to send in their resumes. 

Seer looked at the pile of excellent resumes with a smile under her helmet. 

“Boss, how many people do we need to recruit?”Bing Guo asked curiously. 

“All the cities are urging us to recruit mentors. This plan includes life mentors, and we need to recruit 

about 10,000 people…” 

“Wow, so much? Do We have enough money?”Bing Guo asked in surprise. 

“Yes…”Xi ye looked kindly at the developers and thought to himself, if I sell all of you, the money will be 

enough. … 

Chapter 892 probing (Part One) 

“Brother, I’ve seen it. It’s that bastard seer. The price is too high. The Warrior Monk offered 300,000 a 

year, the ordinary warrior instructor offered 200,000 a year, and the Titan instructor offered 400,000… 

where did that guy get so much money?” 

Outside the double selection meeting, a young man with an obvious thunder warrior bloodline was 

reporting the situation inside the double selection meeting to Ryan. 

Burton had entered the corridor of the war zone, which was separated from seer and the others. 

Naturally, Ryan could not see the situation on Seer’s side, so he could only ask the juniors of his own 

family to help take a look. 

Faced with the intelligence brought out by his cousin, Ryan’s face was extremely gloomy. 

The other party obviously had money. Not to mention the other party’s high-quality energy ore, just the 

50 billion scholarship that Konistan had promised just now was enough to make him spend money like 

water. 



 

Perhaps the energy ore was fine, but where did this kid get so many high-quality developers? 

Could it be that second uncle had secretly groomed and sent them to him? Did second uncle have the 

ability to do that? 

To be able to make Konisten offer a 50 billion yuan scholarship, what kind of qualification was that? How 

could a small family like his Aldia family be able to groom him. Moreover, developers were not 

something that could be groomed just because they wanted to… 

What secrets did this kid have? 

“Big Brother?”The disciple next to him saw Ryan’s uncertain expression and asked carefully. 

“Hughes, let me ask you, how many brothers and sisters are graduating from school this year?” 

“Eh? Let Me Think, me, cousin Tia, cousin Bertrand, cousin Robert… If we include the external support, 

there are about fourteen or fifteen people…” 

“HMM…”ryan nodded and said, “Go and inform them and ask them to send a resume to seer!” 

“Ah?”The other party was stunned. “This… Big… Big Brother… This isn’t appropriate, right?” 

“What’s not appropriate?”Ryan glared at him. “Go quickly, send a message before the end of the double 

selection!” 

“Oh…” 

———- — 

“What?”About 15 minutes later, in a corner of the selection meeting, the members of the Ardia family 

who had already prepared their resumes were stunned. 

“They want us to apply for Seer’s resume? Cousin Ryan said that?”One of the burly men, whose body 

was slightly purple, said in disbelief. 

He had cultivated in the Berserker Department of Xandar Academy for more than 30 years. In order to 

adapt to the secret skills of the berserkers in Xandar Academy, his family had spent an unknown amount 

of money to buy him all kinds of supplements, they had even hired the school’s top nutritionists to 

provide one-on-one guidance. They were just waiting for him to graduate and find a better battlefield to 

get his money back. In the end, Ryan asked him to seek refuge with the new lord of Seer? 

What kind of joke was this? 

The berserker training method was a training method that overdrew one’s potential. There was no 

turning back. If he could not quickly accumulate the next sum of money for further training, he might 

not live for more than 300 years… … 

Including the later training time and the golden training time, the time he could use to earn money 

would only be 100 years at most. It would not be an easy task to gather the tuition fees for a first-rate 

university in 100 years, how would he have the time to play house with a new Lord Like Xi Ye? 



Moreover, he and Xi Ye were never on good terms… 

It should be said that there were not many brothers and sisters in his family who were on good terms 

with Xi Ye. After all, Xi Ye had indeed squandered quite a number of children’s resources when she went 

to the deity academy back then. 

A slender and graceful blue-skinned lady beside him also pursed her lips slightly. She was from the 

ancient contortion department of Xandar Academy, and she had trained in a method to raise the basic 

potential of her body, she did not delve too deeply into her combat skills. 

This was because she was not someone who wanted to walk the path of the battlefield. 

She was from a side branch of the Eldia family, and her parents only had one daughter. They only hoped 

that she could lead a stable life, so they only studied the contents of the teaching department, after 

graduation, the best goal would be to enter the federation’s official system of primary and secondary 

schools to become a physical instructor. If she could not compete, it would be best to become an 

instructor on a planet with a better environment under the great Lord’s banner. 

They had no intentions of joining a small force like seer, which had an unstable environment. 

Although the other party said that seer offered a lot of salary, it would not be of much help to their 

resumes. As a person who wanted to walk a stable path, the early stage of their resume was very 

important. 

The few remaining brothers and sisters around them also fell silent. Clearly, none of them were willing 

to commit to this matter. 

“What do you mean by this?”The face of the man who was ordered by Rennes immediately darkened. 

“Back then, Big Brother helped you a lot. Without his private funding, with the resources in the clan, 

could you have successfully entered this academy? “Bertrand, ask yourself. You cultivate the most 

expensive berserker secret skill of Xandar Academy. is the little money in your family enough to support 

you until now? How much did your eldest cousin support you in the open and in the dark? Now You’re 

postponing when I ask you to do something?” 

“I. . .”The purple man named Byron’s face immediately turned purple. “Didn’t I also apply for Lord 

Bolton’s resume and want to repay Big Brother Ryan?” 

“Repay? I asked you to do it in a different way, and you’re not willing to repay me?”Hughes sneered. 

“Rely on Lord Bolton? Are you repaying the favor or asking for help?” 

“You…”Bertrand was so angry that his face was swollen. His blood surged, but in the end, he forced 

himself to calm down. After all, he was still in the wrong. 

“Cousin Tia…”. Hughes looked at the tall woman again. “You’re a girl with average talent. You didn’t 

even pass the first line of the three assessments. Who Was it that applied for the clan’s Teaching Fund 

for you several times “… and who was the one who hired a private jujitsu teacher for you “… If Big 

Brother hadn’t hired the Top Jujitsu Master from Lord Bolton’s faction to teach you, do you think you 

would have been able to get into a famous school like Xandar?” 

Tia lowered her head and gritted her teeth. Just like Bertrand, she had no words to refute. 



In fact, both she and Bertrand weren’t like the other party who said that they wouldn’t be able to 

achieve their current results if it wasn’t for Rennes. 

The reason why he did not pass the first level twice was due to a problem with his body during that 

period of time. If there were no accidents, even if he could not get into Sandar, it would not be a big 

problem for him to get into an ordinary first-class martial arts school. 

Bailence’s cousin was the same. His own aptitude was considered to be extremely good among the 

younger generation. It was a certainty that he would get into Sandar Academy because of 

Rennes’support, that was why he chose to cultivate the berserker system, which was the easiest way to 

get results on the battlefield. Otherwise, with his physical fitness, he could also get results by choosing 

Grandpa Hillley’s mental martial arts course. 

Moreover, Grandpa Hillley was a close friend of the old clan leader. He had always taken care of the 

students of the Aldia system. It was only because Rennes promised that he would find a good path for 

him at Bolton after graduation, therefore, cousin Bailens had chosen such an extreme path. 

However, owing someone a favor was a favor. This point could not be refuted no matter how hard they 

tried. Although the two of them had a dispute in their hearts, they were not good at arguing, so they did 

not know how to refute. 

It had to be said that the nature of the Aldia family was quite straightforward. 

“Eldest cousin wants us to go to Seer’s place to inquire about the Seer Faction’s intelligence?”A slightly 

shorter man in the crowd asked curiously. “But as far as I know, there are usually confidentiality rules in 

the lord’s contracts, right? “This thing can’t be tampered with, right?” 

All the sky gods’contracts in the federation came from the hands of the sky gods’Principal. Up until now, 

no one had been able to take advantage of loopholes in the contracts. This was also the reason why the 

entire Federation Academy’s ecosystem could develop well. 

Even if the descendants of a clan split up into two opposing lords, the Lord did not have to worry about 

being betrayed, because the sky gods’contracts were incomparably solid! 

“So… “. “…”Xiu si hurriedly said, “I’m only asking you to test seer’s attitude. I’m not really asking you to 

seek refuge with seer. Big Brother thinks that Seer’s influence is developing abnormally fast, and 

suspects that he might have broken a taboo, afraid that he’ll implicate the clan! “I’m asking you to seek 

refuge with him because I want to see his attitude. If he really broke the federation’s Taboo, he’ll 

definitely decline. Big Brother just happens to find a flaw in this, and this is also to prevent that family 

from harming our clan’s descendants!” 

“Taboo? No Way…” 

Chapter 893: probing (part two) 

The so-called taboo was something that was extremely forbidden in the federation. For example, 

opening a necromancy passage without permission, making a deal with the void watchers, or having a 

secret passage with the abyss. 



Once these things were discovered, they would be convicted of crimes against the federation, and their 

families would be affected! 

Therefore, although the juniors did not like seer very much, they did not believe that seer would do such 

a bold thing. 

Moreover, he was just a low-level lord, so he was not qualified to do such a thing? 

Seeing that everyone was puzzled, hughes said in a deep voice, “How many years has seer, that bastard, 

graduated? “Now, he can actually afford to recruit an instructor with a salary of hundreds of thousands 

of years. Our family has not supported him for a long time. How can he, a new lord, have the resources? 

“Can he develop so quickly if he does not walk the evil path?” 

 

“Then… then even if there is a confidentiality rule, we can’t say it…”a female voice said timidly. 

Everyone looked over. The one who spoke was Emma, the youngest. She was an ancient contortionist 

like cousin Tia. 

“I said… “… I’m not really asking you to join seer. I’m just asking you to test it out… “According to Big 

Brother Ryan’s speculation, Seer would definitely not dare to let you go over “… As long as he feels 

guilty, Big Brother Ryan will try to report him to avoid implicating the family… “… “.. 

“This…”everyone looked at each other. If that was the case… “…”. It was not a big problem, but what if 

Seer’s brain twitched and recruited them? 

However, since they had already said this, the juniors could not refuse again. In the end, they reluctantly 

nodded. 

Seeing this, Hughes slowly heaved a sigh of relief and thought to himself, I’ve finally completed My Big 

Brother’s mission… 

———— — 

On the other side, Seer was looking at her resume with great interest. Indeed, coming to the traditional 

martial arts school was the right choice. There were a wide variety of students in the martial arts 

department who had signed up, there were four ancient schools of martial monks: weaving fog, 

fengxing, rising dragon, and thick soil. There were also the Cyclone School of ordinary warriors, the 

Xinwu School of Martial Arts, and the Moonlight School of swordsmen. All of them had experienced 

countless eras, the ancient schools of martial arts, which had lasted for a long time, were all very rare 

educational resources. 

As for martial arts teaching, all kinds of martial arts schools did not prohibit it. On the contrary, they 

strongly supported it because only when the schools in the school were spread out would those who 

had achieved success in their studies spend money to study more advanced courses in their schools. 

“Ancient contortion?”Xi Ye’s eyes lit up when she saw this column when she browsed through the many 

schools that had been established. 

Good stuff! 



This first-class ancient martial arts academy would set up supplementary courses and cultivate some 

supplementary body-tempering secret arts, such as those that helped to train the body, train the 

skeleton, and train the meridians, it would adjust the students’various basic attributes according to the 

direction of the students. 

Ancient Jujitsu was one of them. It was one of the ACE supplementary arts of Xandar Academy. It had 

quite a good function in adjusting the flexibility of the body and stretching the meridians. It had a very 

high reputation in the industry, xandar graduates who majored in this major were very popular. 

They would often be snatched away by the government’s various primary and secondary schools to 

become teachers. There were also many forces that were willing to spend a lot of money to hire them. 

Who would have thought that there would be a student who majored in this major who would vote for 

a small lord like him? This trip was indeed the right one! 

Seer was so excited that he wanted to directly admit him. However, when he looked at the name 

column, he was completely stunned. 

Tia Eldia? 

Although Eldia was a small family, it was still an official family name. There would not be a duplicate 

family name. 

A junior of the family? 

Seer silently looked at the name with a complicated look in his eyes. 

He did not know many juniors of this generation of the family. The main reason was that he rarely went 

back… … No, it should be because he was afraid to go back. 

Because every time he went back, those juniors looked at him like they were looking at a vampire, 

making him extremely uncomfortable. However, it was hard for him to refute. After all, that was the 

truth! 

In order for him to enter the Heavenly God Academy, his father had appropriated a large amount of 

resources from the clan. Most of his brothers and sisters of the same age had left home in anger, while 

the juniors had their resources reduced from the start of body tempering, this caused all sorts of 

complaints from the family members. In the end, they could no longer bear it and collectively chased his 

father out of the position of clan leader. 

To be honest, his father’s actions were a little unethical, but… … As the beneficiary, he could not say 

anything, but it did not mean that he did not feel resentment towards his relatives… … 

In the tens of thousands of years he had been in deity academy, he had never forgotten the way those 

juniors looked at him… 

“Aldia… Big Brother, you still can’t help but take action?”Xi Ye muttered, his gaze becoming more and 

more complicated. 

He did not know those juniors, but he did not believe that those juniors would not recognize him. His 

reputation was notorious in the clan, and it would be a joke to say that he truly wanted to rely on him. 



Xi Ye scrolled down, and sure enough… . and saw the resumes of a dozen or so eldias… . . 

“Tsk… . . Really is interesting… . .”Xi ye smiled: “Think I dare not answer?” 

———- — 

“Cousin Tia, where are your main voting places today?”Asked a short blue thunder girl excitedly to Tia’s 

bed in a simple decorated dormitory. 

The girl looked like a member of the Thunder clan. She was the youngest, Emma. 

“I voted for more than ten…”Tia smiled gently and showed her cousin the resume that she had voted for 

on the screen. 

“Odo-fo-phipps middle school, Briarley Middle School, Otrane Middle School…”Emma looked at her eyes 

and smiled like a crescent moon. “So, cousin wants to go to the Galanturu Galaxy…” 

Galantiru, the famous Blue Pearl of the Eastern Star Field, was home to the largest number of star elves 

in the entire alliance. The Galaxy Belt around the main star was created by a large number of elven 

artists as a tourist destination like a work of art. Every year, there was an endless stream of tourists, 

moreover, that galaxy also had the famous Blue Starry Sky. It was created by the famous star sculptor of 

the Star Elves, Master Elfren, using 1.7 billion polar ice stars to create the Daybreak Light. It was one of 

the ten most famous sights in the federation. 

Due to its ingenious design, this magnificent scene could be seen on the night of every life planet in the 

Galantiru Galaxy. It was like an icy blue Milky Way, flowing in the sky… … 

It was a romantic place that many women yearned for. Of course… ! … This also resulted in the price of 

houses in the Galantiru Galaxy, even the most remote life star system, being extremely expensive! 

Seeing her cousin’s teasing, Tia did not feel shy. Instead, a trace of yearning flashed in her eyes, she 

smiled and nodded. “When I was young, my father once took me to Indianturu. I still can’t forget the 

light of Buddha’s dawn that night. At that time, I decided that one day, I would live in that galaxy and 

see that beautiful night every day!” 

“But the schools there should be very popular, right?”Emma sighed. 

“Everything depends on the person…”tia smiled and said, “I’ve been working part-time all these years 

and saved some money. If I can’t be liked this time, I can still wait for another term…” 

Ding Dong, Congratulations, Tia. Student Ardia, your resume has been valued. Please come to the 

reception hall of the North District Tomorrow at noon to attend the Lord’s interview. Please be 

prepared. I wish you a successful interview! 

“Wow! !”Emma jumped up like a rabbit and said excitedly, “Cousin, you are here for the interview. 

Quickly open it and see which academy has such good taste in our cousin!” 

Tia’s heart skipped a beat, and she looked nervous. She took a deep breath and opened the interview 

notice with Trembling Fingers, however, when she opened the interview notice and saw the interview, 

she froze on the spot as if she had been struck by lightning. 



“What’s wrong, cousin?”Emma looked over curiously and froze on the spot when she saw the content. 

“Xi… Xi Ye?” 

Chapter 894 interview for the children of Eldia (Part One) 

Most schools would have a very long time for the double selection. A good school would need at least 

three months because in the federation, a first-rate school would be open to the entire universe 

federation! 

There was a huge number of graduates. There were also a huge number of deity overlords and various 

official organizations that had been born in countless eras. Every time, the school would receive over ten 

million deity overlords. The school’s space was limited. In order to respect the deity overlords.., the 

school normally would not use the folded space, so they had to receive them in batches. 

Therefore, regardless of whether it was the students choosing a faction or a faction choosing a student, 

they all had a relatively ample amount of time, especially for the first batch of Lords who came. 

Under such circumstances, those who could be invited for an interview on the second day were 

considered relatively outstanding talents. This was because on the first day, many students had not had 

the time to send in their resumes. Those who had the ability to choose could actually be slowly selected, 

unless they were very eye-catching, they would not be too quick to make a decision during the 

interview. 

At this moment, TIA and Emma stood in the middle of the interview crowd. They were slightly 

embarrassed… … 

 

Tia and Emma were considered very ordinary students in the academy. They were not even considered 

to be above average. After all, this was one of the top martial arts schools in the entire Eastern Star 

region, without top-notch talent and a large amount of family resources, it would be very difficult for 

them to stand out here. 

And the people around them were all influential figures in the campus. Occasionally, they would see a 

few big shots who had been in the limelight during the interstellar training. Not to mention other things, 

just in terms of level, most of these top students were level eight lifeforms, some of them were even at 

the threshold of level nine. 

After graduating, they were already level nine. In many factions, the high-ranking military officers were 

only at this level. It could be seen how terrifying the talent of the top students in the university was… … 

Sandwiched in the middle of such a group of people, the two girls who were paddling felt uncomfortable 

all over. They consciously tried their best to move to a corner to avoid attracting attention… … 

However, sometimes, the more you did not want something, the more likely it was to happen… 

“Yo… isn’t this Ardia’s genius sisters?”An extremely sarcastic voice sounded. “This is the interview hall. 

Are you sure you didn’t go to the wrong place?” 

Tia’s face immediately darkened. She knew who it was before she even turned around. 



This person was called Cool Lulu. She was from the Qiboya family and also belonged to the big family of 

the Thunderbolt clan. It was said that she had some blood ties with her family’s ancestors. It seemed 

that they had some conflict and split up, for countless years, the younger generation of the two families 

had been at loggerheads with each other. 

Over the years, the two TIA sisters had been targeted by the other party many times. However, there 

was nothing they could do about it. After all, the other party was able to get along well… … 

Emma transmitted her voice in a low voice, “It’s that annoying fellow again. I wonder what’s the point of 

a direct descendant like her targeting outer court disciples like us?” 

“Who else can she target as a direct descendant who cultivates in the auxiliary line?”Tia sneered. 

The current generation of direct descendants of the Qiboya family was flourishing. The wife of this 

generation’s patriarch had given birth to five sons and two daughters. As a result, even if she was a 

direct descendant, Cool Lulu wasn’t able to get too many good resources. Moreover, her aptitude 

wasn’t considered top-notch, in the end, she walked on the path of support. 

“I’m talking about the two of you… What are you mumbling about?”Ku Lulu slowly walked over, her tall 

figure was graceful. Every inch of her joints gave off a feeling of perfection. In addition, her body carried 

a charming aura. Many of the Warriors’disciples’eyes turned green from looking at her. 

Tia and Emma were also slightly envious. It had to be said that a direct descendant was still a direct 

descendant. Even if they were squeezed out of resources, they still had many more things than those of 

the other branches. For example, the genes on her body.., it was obvious that they had bought it at a 

high price. Other than the pure-blooded thunder bloodline, it also carried the optimized genes of a high-

level succubus. This was not a small advantage in shaping. 

Therefore, there were both advantages and disadvantages to being in the federation. The federation 

was supported by all the races in the universe. It was rich in resources. The technology and public 

resources enjoyed by the federation were far from what ordinary natives could compare to. However, 

the class level was even harder to surpass, accumulation often required dozens of generations to have 

some achievements. The bigger the civilization, the deeper the gap between the classes. 

“What has it got to do with you?”Emma was an impatient person, so she retorted without flinching. 

“Ha…”Cool Lulu smiled coldly. “I really suspect that you guys have not been invited to sneak in. It’s fine if 

you don’t know the rules normally, but to come here at this time, are you trying to make the Lords of 

the outside world look down on our academy?” 

“How can we be looked down on?”Emma could not help but say, “We were invited, we did not sneak 

in!” 

“Emma!”Tia hurriedly stopped her. 

“Oh?”Cool Lulu refused to let it go. “I really don’t believe it. Which Lord is so blind to think highly of you 

on the first day?” 

“You!”Emma glared at her. Before she could retort, a deep voice sounded. “You’d better shut your damn 

mouth, or you won’t be able to shut it later!” 



Emma turned around and saw that the voice belonged to a tall thunder warrior. It was one of her 

cousins who had been training in the Berserker Academy, bailence. 

“Bailence, you still want to fight in this situation?”Cool Lulu sneered. “I really don’t believe it. Why Don’t 

you try to touch me?” 

“Cousin bailence… Don’t…”Tia quickly stepped forward and grabbed bailence’s broad arm. 

Bailence glared fiercely at the other party. However, under Tia’s pacification, he did not erupt in the 

end. He also knew that if he dared to make a move in this situation, the consequences would not be 

something he could afford. 

Cool Lulu sneered. Just as she was about to continue mocking him, the voice of the intelligent machine 

suddenly came from the hall: “The deity overlords for the interview are about to arrive. All students, 

please show your interview invitations. We will scan them all together!”! 

The three Ardia siblings looked at each other when they heard that. Under Cool Lulu’s watchful eyes, 

they braced themselves and showed seer’s interview invitation. 

There really is? Cool Lulu was stunned. Forget about Bertrand. As a student of the Berserker 

Department, although his results were not considered top-notch, they were still not bad. Over the years, 

there had been many new battlefields opened up. There was already a huge demand for such students, 

furthermore, it was said that Rennes had used Bolton’s connections, and he would most likely recruit 

them internally. 

However, it was not very scientific for the two TIA sisters to be valued on the first day. 

Seer? 

After the AI scan released the information, Cool Lulu frowned. Why did this name sound so familiar? 

“Lords, please enter the arena in an orderly manner. Next, we will announce the entry list…” 

“Welcome to the Prussia Galaxy: Lord Durlang, Welcome to the Jeep Galaxy, Lord Decarlos, Welcome to 

the Yasha Galaxy, Lord Bolton…” 

All of the introductions included the main galaxy where the deity Overlord was located. The students 

were all listening attentively. The more famous the Overlord was, the more well-known the main galaxy 

was. This was because the power of the Overlord had reached a certain level, they would eventually 

start to publicize it to the outside world. 

Of course, there were also some small lords who had yet to develop to that stage. No one had heard of 

the publicly announced galaxy. No one knew its location, but others still had the right to name the 

galaxy. 

“Welcome, Milky Way Overlord: Lord Xi Ye!” 

Milky Way? 

The surrounding people were stunned. This name was a little arrogant… 

However, they didn’t seem to have any impression of it… 



The group of top students looked over curiously and saw a lord wearing an exaggerated outfit and a 

mighty armor slowly enter the arena. Everyone was stunned. 

This wasn’t a battle, was there a need for this outfit? 

As for Cool Lulu, when she saw this outfit, she instantly remembered who this lord was. She couldn’t 

help but burst into laughter… . . 

Chapter 895 Interview for the children of Eldia (middle) 

PFFT! ! 

In order to not attract too much attention, coolly Lulu’s laughter was still restrained. Her voice was very 

low, but the ridicule in her tone did not lessen in the slightest. 

“I was wondering which great lord had such good taste in the two of you. So it turns out that you two 

sisters are from your own family…”. “… Haha, not bad, not bad. Internal digestion does make sense.” 

“…”. “But I’m very curious. How did that Wandering Liege of yours sneak into our school to recruit?” 

“Watch Your Words!”Tia’s face was livid as she said, “Our school has never stipulated that low-level 

lords can not come here to recruit!” 

“Oh Oh… Hahaha, I said something wrong. Right, right, right. Our School doesn’t have such a rule. Then 

let me rephrase it. Where did your family get the face to come here to recruit?” 

 

These words made the three siblings’faces turn red, but they did not know how to retort. 

“Oh, yes, you’re wearing a helmet. You Don’t have to use your face, hahahaha!” 

“You…”Bertrand was so angry that the veins on his forehead were throbbing. In his heart, he wanted to 

slap the woman in front of him to death, but he also wanted to go up on stage and drag that 

embarrassing seer down. 

He really didn’t know what he was thinking. Didn’t he know what level he was at. Why did he have to 

come here and embarrass himself… 

“That… Seer, the Overlord, is from the Eldia Family?”Some students couldn’t help but ask. 

“Yesterday, I saw his recruitment notice. The conditions are pretty good. An ordinary warrior instructor 

would offer an annual salary of 250,000. I thought that he was a deity nurtured by some big family…” 

“What Big Family!”Ku Lulu directly spat. “You guys don’t know what kind of weight the Eldia family has? 

“A star-level powerhouse who hasn’t even managed to accumulate a single one, and he’s actually 

fantasizing about nurturing a deity? “In the end, in less than 10,000 years, he almost lost his underwear. 

I’ve heard that the deity that he spent a lot of money to nurture has directly walked the vagrant path. To 

put it bluntly, he’s just a vagrant lord. Where did his background come from?” 

“Vagabond Lord? No Way, can he afford that kind of salary? could he be a vagabond Lord?” 



“It’s not hard to find out about this. You guys can go to our star field and ask around. Everyone knows 

about it. You guys didn’t send his resume, right?”? “Don’t blame us for not advising you guys. Don’t be 

blinded by that salary. When the time comes to work on a grade-9 planet, you guys will cry!” 

“The salary on a grade-9 planet is actually quite acceptable for a lot of children from average 

families…”a rational and objective Titan warrior said while stroking his chin. 

“Ha… why do you think an average grade-9 planet Lord would give such a good salary? It’s most likely a 

polluted planet. This kind of pit is not rare. Didn’t your employment teacher tell you?” 

“UH…” 

The moment these words were said, the surrounding people instantly took in a deep breath. Generally, 

warriors with good physical fitness weren’t afraid of pollution, but there were some planets that were 

polluted beyond normal circumstances, for example, some planets that had been eroded by void or 

undead energy would cause great harm to people. Long-term work in such an environment could even 

cause permanent illness, destroying the evolutionary foundation of many warrior systems! 

Such unscrupulous lords were actually not rare in the universe. They would use high salaries to trick 

insensible rookies into going there, only to end up with problems that could not be cured even with ten 

times the amount of money! 

At the thought of this, the surrounding students looked at the three siblings with cold expressions. 

The three siblings instantly buried their faces even lower. They could only curse seer, a divine relative, in 

their hearts while feeling ashamed and indignant. They even began to complain about Rennes, who had 

issued the mission. 

Just as they were in a stalemate, a beam of light suddenly shone down from the teleportation passage. A 

person who no one had expected appeared in the interview hall. 

“Sir Principal?” 

The principal of this era was a famous person. In terms of seniority, many of the great lords of the 

Eastern Star Field had to respectfully address him as a senior. None of the sky gods present had 

expected that this person would personally come to the interview venue. They all stood up. 

Many of the school staff who were responsible for receiving the guests were also stunned. They quickly 

went forward and asked, “Principal? Why are you here?” 

“Oh, I’m here to take a look…”the principal was a member of the Sea Dragon Clan. He belonged to the 

bloodline of the ancient Dragon Clan of wastaya. He looked short, but his aura carried the unique 

pressure of the Dragon Clan. The entire hall instantly quieted down. 

Why did the principal come? 

All the students could not help but think to themselves. 

“This batch of children is very good, I hope they won’t disappoint the Gods…”the principal said politely 

to the crowd with a kind face. 



“Senior, what are you saying!”The gods’Lords did not dare to be arrogant, and all of them returned the 

greeting. “Your school’s students are famous for their high quality, how can they be disappointed?” 

“Yes, senior, you are being modest. This year, Xandar is full of talents. We caught the first wave. It 

should be because we got lucky, Haha!” 

“It’s a good thing that we came early. Otherwise, we wouldn’t be able to drink the soup later…”Lord 

Bolton also flattered them. 

Faced with the praise of the group of Heavenly Gods Lords, the faces of the students instantly turned 

red. They did not expect that the principal would personally come to support them. Due to their face, 

they were afraid that their value would be higher later. 

At the thought of this, all the students looked at the principal with eyes filled with gratitude. 

The principal smiled and returned the greeting. Then, he slowly walked in front of Xi Ye. “What do you 

think of this batch of dolls, Lord Xi Ye?” 

The scene instantly quieted down. All the Lords looked at Xi Ye with faces full of surprise. They could not 

help but think to themselves, “Who is this kid?”? He was able to alert the principal of Xandar Academy 

to personally greet him? 

Only Bolton looked into the night’s eyes, not knowing what he was thinking. 

Xi Ye is obviously stunned, he did not expect the principal of this school will personally greet him, for a 

time do not know how to answer, the face under the helmet is very exciting. 

Finally, after holding it in for a long time, he replied, “Not bad…” 

The crowd:”…” 

This young man… … Tut:. … . . How dare you… 

A group of college students were also stunned… 

The principal nodded in understanding. “It’s not bad to get a word from an adult, but it’s rare…” 

Everyone: “Hiss…” 

What’s going on? 

The gods had a confused look on their faces, obviously unable to understand… … 

The head of the finance department behind the principal had a bitter smile on his face, because he knew 

that the principal’s words came from the bottom of his heart… … and he didn’t deliberately agree to 

anything. … 

Last night, he and the principal had personally seen that batch of developers’children. To be honest, at 

that moment, he finally understood why Cornnistan was so excited. There were more than ten such 

high-quality developers at once, who wouldn’t be excited? 

Who knew what force was behind this kid, using such a good seedling to befriend their Xandar 

Academy? 



However, the temptation was indeed great. No matter what the purpose was, the principal probably 

didn’t want to give up on that batch of immortal seedlings… … After all, Xandar Academy was currently 

at a crucial moment of transformation! 

It seemed like he would have to carefully calculate how to save the school’s expenses this year… … 

At this moment, the principal was still looking at Xi Ye with a gentle expression as he said with a smile, 

“Since Sir has come here, you must have taken a liking to someone, right? This old man here is a little 

curious, I wonder which students have taken a liking to you?” 

The moment these words were said, many of the top students frowned as they looked around, wanting 

to see if their usual competitors had been chosen. 

“Oh… not really…”xi ye said honestly, “The main thing is that a few relatives of the family have voted for 

me. Let me take a look…” 

Everyone:”…” 

The principal was stunned for a moment before he finally smiled bitterly and said, “Sir, you’re really 

honest…” 

The faces of the students below all twitched. This pretentious act was… “…”. Just what was this guy’s 

background? 

Speaking of which… who was his relative? 

The students next to KU Lulu were stunned for a moment. Then, they looked at Ku Lulu and asked 

suspiciously, “You… are you sure he’s a vagrant lord without any background?” 

“UH…”Ku Lulu couldn’t figure it out for a moment. Her face turned green and white as she thought to 

herself, “What’s going on?”? 

Chapter 896 the interview of the children of Eldia (part two) 

This kid’s spiritual power was only at level six, right? What background did he have? 

It had been a long time since he had seen such a pretentious guy. Even if he had some background, 

wasn’t this a little too high-profile? Could it be the royal family of the Star Elves? 

The group of Sky Gods were secretly suspicious. They had even secretly sent voice transmissions to their 

subordinates to investigate this guy’s background. 

Burton’s eyes were even gloomier. From Afar, his supreme purple pupils had turned black… 

In the face of this strange atmosphere, the principal chuckled. “Alright, I Won’t disturb you anymore. I’m 

going to invite Professor Konistan for afternoon tea this afternoon. I hope that you won’t be stingy with 

your favor…” 

 

“It’s my honor…”seer gave a stiff bow and barely replied. 



The expression under the helmet was already extremely stiff. However, with this steel helmet, his stiff 

words gave off a cold air that kept people at a distance. This made the many gods even more curious 

about the other party’s background. 

The principal returned the bow slightly and walked to the lectern beside him. He smiled in place of the 

host and said, “I announce that this year’s first interview officially begins. Please take your positions in 

your respective interview halls, gods!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, under the light of the many teleportations, the Lords slowly walked into 

their respective teleportations according to their numbers. 

The interview in Xandar Academy was a one-on-one mode, so it was naturally separated. 

After the many lords disappeared from the hall, the principal said to the students, “You are all the most 

outstanding students in our school. Being chosen by the first batch means that you have abilities above 

your peers… HMM, or your relationship … …”the principal’s last sentence changed into a mischievous 

tone. 

The hall was amused by this sentence. Obviously, everyone understood that the principal was teasing 

the lord who had openly said that he would open the back door. 

However, for the principal to respect them so much, it must be an incredible family, right? Since when 

did our school have such a big shot? 

For a moment, a group of top students looked at each other. 

The three Ardia siblings buried their heads in the ground, completely ignoring the gazes of the people 

around them. Their emotions were extremely complicated. 

This was because at this moment, they felt that other than shock in the eyes of the people around them, 

there was also an inexplicable envy. 

And this envy was given by Seer, who had been spurned by them since young until now. For a moment, 

their emotions were really complicated… … 

“Alright…”the principal continued, “This old man is too lazy to give a long speech. Everyone, enter the 

teleportation channel according to the interview number. Here, I wish all the students a bright future! !” 

“Thank you, Principal! !” 

All the students returned the bow. No matter what, the principal was able to personally raise their social 

status. This group of people was very happy. 

Just like that, everyone entered the teleportation array in a good mood. 

The three Eldia siblings looked at each other with complicated emotions. Finally, they gritted their teeth 

and entered the teleportation array that connected to seer. 

Not far from them, coolly looked at the three siblings who had disappeared into the teleportation array. 

Her expression was also extremely complicated. 

There were doubts, incomprehension, jealousy, anger, and finally, a trace of worry… . . 



Did the Aldia family really raise a Phoenix? 

——– — 

After students enter the conveyor belt, most will gather in a temporary folded space, because a god 

Lord often corresponds to many students, and the interview is one-on-one. 

At this time on behalf of the night in the waiting room, Emma and burrows are waiting in the waiting 

room for her cousin’s interview results. 

“I really don’t know what big brother Ryan is thinking. Now, it’s so awkward…”Emma couldn’t help but 

complain. 

Bailence was silent. He wanted to refute Emma’s complaints about Ryan, but he couldn’t bring himself 

to do so. He could only sit there and sulk… … 

“Cousin… What do you think seer will say to cousin?”Emma asked carefully. 

“What else can I say?”Bertrand sneered. “It’s just some words from a villain. Humph, I don’t know where 

he gets his power, but we don’t want anything from him. When you go in, be tough. Don’t throw the 

grenade… … Don’t lose the face of the family!” 

Emma had a strange look on her face when she heard that. Seer was also a member of her family. 

wasn’t it inappropriate to use the word “Family face”? 

But think of later oneself may also want to accept seer’s sarcastic suddenly or the atmosphere of the 

nod! 

———- 

On the other side, in the interview room, Tia had mixed feelings. She had come with the same idea as 

Bertrand, who was sure to take every opportunity to be sarcastic. 

She’s even prepared for the irony… 

However, she did not expect Seer’s question to be more serious than she had imagined… 

“Which system of Jiu-jitsu did you study? How many levels have you passed?” 

“Ancient Canaan department, level four…” 

Seer: “What About Physical Education and Meridian Studies?” 

TIA: “All… all of them have passed level three…” 

Seer: “Have there been training templates?” 

TIA: “Yes… The school will allow us to interact with the combat department. The students from the 

secondary and primary schools will provide us with internship training.” 

Seer: “What templates have they trained?” 

TIA: “A total of 74 templates have been trained, covering most of the systems, including the Dwarves, 

Titan, wastya, and so on…” 



Seer: “What about the Titan Department?” 

TIA: “They are all common Titan races, such as the Buge Titan, the Earth Titan, The Black Iron Titan, and 

so on…” 

“Um… do you have a data log with you?” 

“AH? Um… Oh, yes, I Do!”Tia quickly handed over a data chip. 

Seer took it and directly put it on the virtual screen. 

Tia carefully observed seer and found that the other party was really seriously looking at her data 

model… … 

If it was not for seer, she would have thought that this was an extremely formal interview! 

What did he mean by that? 

After thinking for a long time, there was no result. Tia could not help but feel even more nervous. From 

the moment the other party was praised by the principal to this very formal interview, she felt that she 

could not understand the other party even more. 

“Not bad. The data is very balanced. The diary records are also very meticulous…”seer nodded in 

satisfaction. Although this little cousin had average talent, she was still very meticulous in her work. 

“UH… Thank you for the compliment…”Tia replied in a mosquito-like voice. 

“Alright, your conditions are very suitable for my faction’s needs. How about this, how much salary do 

you need?”Seer asked directly. 

“Ah?”Upon hearing this, Tia looked at the other party in surprise. 

Seer frowned. “Is there a problem with my expression?” 

“No… No, I just…”Tia stuttered a little… … 

“It seems that there is still a problem with communication… This is not a good thing for a mentor…”Seer 

said very seriously. 

You are the one who has a problem with communication! 

Not only did Tia complain in her heart, but she did not dare to say it out loud. 

Moreover, now was not the time to debate about this. The key now was… … Seer was asking about her 

salary! 

What did this mean? was she going to be accepted? 

No Way? 

Tia carefully glanced at him, her heart filled with doubt… 

What should she do? This guy did not seem to be joking… 

But she did not want to work for this guy at all, okay. 



But this kind of thing could not be said directly. The school interview had a full record. If you accepted 

the interview and went back on your words at the last minute, you would be charged with deliberately 

humiliating the gods. This would lead to your being banned… … 

How could she reasonably refuse? 

Tia hesitated for a moment and decided to use a more ridiculous price as an excuse to refuse. 

“Five… five hundred thousand… annual salary…”Tia said carefully. 

“Five hundred thousand?”Seer pondered for a moment. “It’s a little expensive, but I can accept it. 

Alright, you go back and pack up. Gather at the transfer point at the East Gate of the school in three 

days.” 

Tia:”…” 

Chapter 897 the two sisters with complicated feelings 

Tia was the first to be interviewed, but she did not come out early because seer had asked her in detail 

about the skill evaluation. By the time she was teleported into the hall, many people had already come 

out. 

Some of them were glowing, while others were extremely frustrated, as if they had missed an 

opportunity. After all, most of the graduates’first resumes were from the forces that they were 

interested in. 

Coolly Lulu was one of the more vexed ones. She had listed the Lord of the Holy Land’s Yasi system: Lord 

Lulu. This was a force that many students of the teacher training department yearned for. 

Lulu had the bloodline of the Starlight Elven royal family. Her background was powerful, and her sphere 

of influence was close to that of JALANTRU. There were thirty administrative main stars that could see 

the light of Buddha’s dawn like the internal planets of JALANTRU, the key point was that Lady Yiluri was 

a private power. As everyone knew, the upper limit of a private power’s treatment was much higher 

than that of a public power. 

It was rare to see a power that could enjoy both the public’s infrastructure and the treatment of a 

private power. Of course, this also resulted in great competition. 

 

Cool Lulu was originally very confident. She was able to enter the top 100 in Xandar’s ancient jiujitsu 

class and had the honor of participating in the eastern Starfield’s joint training. Although she was 

eliminated in the first round, this qualification was rare, it could be considered a very good result in a 

first-rate university. 

In theory, she had the qualifications to compete for Yiluli’s recruitment. However, she did not expect 

that the star Elves would mind the succubus bloodline to such an extent… … 

She had also heard that the star Elves were conservative in their traditions and were very concerned 

about the demon bloodline. Therefore, when she was filling in her resume, she deliberately did not 



mention the succubus bloodline in her body, however, she did not expect to be directly eliminated with 

a false excuse! 

At the thought of this, Cool Lulu could not help but kick the metal wall next to her hard and said angrily, 

“Bullsh * t, this group of old-timers is discriminating against demonic bloodlines…”. … 

While she was complaining, she suddenly saw Tia, who was in a daze. Cool Lulu was stunned at first, but 

then her originally annoyed mood suddenly became much better! 

“Yo, isn’t this our God’s relative? What’s wrong? Looking like this? Did he use a backdoor to get out?” 

The Qiboya family was an old enemy that had always been against Aldia. Usually, they loved to inquire 

about the other family’s gossip, and they also knew how this seer Lord had been spurned by the younger 

generation in the family back then, from the looks of it, could it be that the seer Lord had brought up the 

past. That would be interesting… … 

Facing the provocation of the old enemy, Tia did not pay any attention to it. She continued to walk out 

with a confused expression. 

Her mind was filled with the scene of her conversation with seer. 

—- 

“Alright, you can go back first. Don’t forget to gather here in three days…” 

“AH? HMM… No, wait!”TIA hurriedly said, “You… you accepted me?” 

Seer: “Is there something wrong with my expression?” 

“But… But… why did you accept me?”Tia could not help but say, “Not to mention the annual salary of 

500,000!” 

“Umm…”. “It’s a bit expensive, but you’re worth it. For a small force like me who just started to recruit 

auxiliary students from the advanced martial arts school, I have to pay a certain amount of salary, not to 

mention…” … “…”seer raised his head to look at the other party. “You’re one of us…”. …” 

— — 

One of us… huh… 

The other party’s last words kept echoing in TIA’s mind. The complexity in her heart was at its peak. She 

didn’t even seem to hear the provocation of her old enemy and just walked out of the hall like a walking 

corpse. 

“Hey!”Seeing that the other party completely ignored her, Cool Lulu was instantly stunned. Then, a 

wave of inexplicable anger rose. Just as she was about to rush over to pull the other party back, the 

school Ai’s electronic voice rang out once again. 

Congratulations to Teacher Academy, Ancient Contortion Department: Tia! Student Eldia was accepted 

by the Milky Way galaxy’s overlord with an annual salary of 500,000. The universe was vast, and the 

opportunities were limitless. Hopefully, all students would be able to find their ideal jobs! 



As soon as this announcement rang out, all the students in the hall were stunned on the spot. 

Teacher Academy? 500,000? 

Wasn’t this price a little too magical? 

Teacher-training department wasn’t like the Combat Department or the Arcane Magic Department. The 

route they took was a dead-end salary route. They relied on experience to earn a living, according to the 

normal market, only instructors with at least level-10 life rating and more than 200 years of teaching 

experience were qualified to get this number, right? 

“As expected of those who use the back door…”some students who knew the inside story nodded and 

sighed at the complexity of society. 

Cool Dew Dew is staring blankly at each other’s back, the face is extremely gloomy… 

——– — 

Dormitory: 

“Cousin, are you asleep?” 

Time passed so quickly that Tia did not know how long she had been in a daze. When she heard the call, 

she quickly said, “Without Emma, are you done with your interview? How did it go?” 

Emma slowly walked in and looked at her cousin’s trance-like expression. She could not help but think to 

herself, “Sure enough, my cousin is also in a dilemma…”. … 

It was noon at the moment, and most of the auxiliary department martial students had the habit of 

taking an afternoon nap. It was clear that her cousin, who was usually very calm, was not calm. 

“Xi Ye… Xi Ye has accepted me…”Emma hesitated for a moment and finally said, “400,000 a year 

salary…” 

“Oh…”Tia nodded. 

“Is it the same salary for a cousin?” 

Tia: UH… Something like that.. 

The employment tutor once said, under the same Lord’s influence, must not reveal own salary, this is 

the professional ethics… . . 

Um… … So it’s not that I kept it from cousin Emma, it’s That I’m a professional, um… Yes, that was it. … 

“Cousin, what do you think?”Emma looked carefully at Tia… … 

“Are you tempted?”Tia could immediately see what this scheming girl was thinking. 

“HMM…”Emma bit her lips. “The salary is very high, including food, accommodation, and a safety 

agreement. No matter how you look at it, it’s not a loss. Moreover, it’s only signed for ten years, and the 

delay is not long…” 



Hearing that, TIA nodded. Ten years was indeed nothing for the students of the faculty. Many excellent 

professors’resumes were calculated in terms of a hundred years. With such a high salary, they could 

save up millions of dollars in initial funds in ten years. Basically, it was enough for the next phase of the 

tuition fees of the first-class academy… … 

As long as they persevered in training, even if they ate poorly, they could at least guarantee that their 

standards would not regress in ten years. Even if the planet’s environment was harsh and there were 

elements that could corrode the void, ten years would not cause much of an impact… … 

No matter how she looked at it… it did not seem to be a loss at all… 

“Where’s cousin Byron?” 

“He was also accepted…”Emma said in a low voice. “He went to the interview before me and even 

waited for me outside…” 

Tia was stunned when she heard that, but she quickly said, “I’m sorry, Emma. I. . . I was a little confused 

at the time, so…” 

“Well… It’s okay, I’m the same…”Emma lowered her head and said. 

“Then… how is cousin?” 

“He’s okay… I heard that seer also offered him a lot of money, and his expression looks quite 

complicated…” 

“Really…” 

The two of them fell silent again and did not know what to say for a moment. 

Just as they were embarrassed, a system ringtone sounded. Tia subconsciously opened the virtual 

screen, and her face darkened when she saw the name. 

“Who is it, cousin?” 

“It’s Hughes…”Tia said calmly. 

“What does he want now?”Emma could not help but complain. “He asked us to test him, but he hid 

behind us. I heard that his resume is directly sent to Lord Bolton. Cousin, don’t answer it. It’s not good…” 

Tia was silent for a moment, but in the end, she shook her head and picked up the call. 

“Cousin Tia?” 

The voice on the other end of the call was low and gentle. It was obviously not Hughes’s voice. 

“Brother Ryan?”Tia and Emma’s eyes lit up. 

“Can you come out for a moment?”Ryan’s voice was sincere. 

Chapter 898 Rennes’plot 

“Big Brother Rennes…”the two sisters were invited to a quiet lake in the school, unlike many universities 

in D ball, there were very few universities in the federation, especially martial arts schools, that had 



people falling in love when they were students. This was because the tuition fees were expensive and 

cultivation time was precious. In addition, marriage in the federation placed more importance on genes 

and resources. There were very few insensible young people in universities who would waste their time 

on an illusory love affair… … 

This also resulted in that although the environment here was beautiful, other than some school 

instructors, there were very few students who would be in the mood to take a stroll by the lake. 

However, due to today’s double selection, the instructors of various subjects were all busy, as a result, 

Hu Jing’s location became even more secluded. 

When the two TIA sisters rushed over, they smoothly found Ryan and the others. 

In addition to Ryan, there were also many Ardia disciples, including Hughes. 

“Cousin, you’re here?”Ryan’s tone was as friendly and gentle as usual, as if he had always been 

generous to his younger siblings. 

 

“Big Brother…”Emma also followed her sister’s response, but it was clearly a little cold. 

After saying goodbye, Emma looked at the group of disciples behind Hughes. At that time, Hughes had 

asked them to come together to test seer, but in the end, only the three of them had submitted their 

resumes, and the rest of them who had not submitted their resumes were not from the other branches, 

they were all from the same branch of the Ryan bloodline as Hughes. 

This made Emma think more… 

“I heard about what happened today from bailence…”Ryan looked guilty. “It’s My Fault, Big Brother. I 

really didn’t expect seer to really respond like this. It was my guess that was wrong, and I made you 

suffer…” 

The two sisters’expressions softened slightly, but bailence did not. His expression was still cold… … 

He was different from his two cousins. It was not a big deal for the Mentor Department to waste ten 

years, but he was different. The time of a berserker was very precious! 

“Bailence, why do you have such a long face?”Hughes’expression darkened when he saw this. 

“Xiu si! !”Rennes glared at him, xiu Si was instantly speechless. After shouting at Xiu Si.., rennes turned 

around and patted bailun SI’s shoulder. “Brother, this time it was my big brother’s negligence. I’ve let 

you down. How about this, I’ve prepared a batch of resources. They’re all high-grade nutrition medicines 

for the Federation. Take them and use them first. Don’t Slacken your training at Seer. These medicines 

can ensure your nutrition needs before level nine. When the time is up, come directly to me. I’ll make 

the decision to get you a star rank lieutenant general from Lord Bolton!” 

Bailens paused for a moment when he heard this. Star grade referred to the planet grade. It was already 

very rare for a level nine life form to become a star grade lieutenant general, even if it was a level eight 

planet. 



Seeing that the other party’s expression had eased up, Rennes hurriedly took out a silver space folding 

box from his dimensional pocket and opened it. Inside were all folded materials. 

Bailens took a look and saw that they were all high-grade maintenance products. They were nutrient 

supplements produced by the GALEN Company, compressed canned earth dragons, maintenance oil 

brewed from flan-type fruits, and all sorts of high-grade maintenance medicines. 

In total, they were worth at least ten million federal coins, which was enough to last them for ten 

years… … 

“Big Brother… isn’t this a little too expensive?”Bailens was a little moved. In a small family like theirs, 

this kind of medical care was treated as a direct line of descent. 

“Hey, take it in peace!”Rennes said seriously, “It’s my thoughtlessness that caused you guys to be in 

such a difficult situation. You’re also a berserker system student, so you need supplies the most. If Seer’s 

environment is bad and there’s not enough nutrition, you’ll really be in trouble…”. “…” 

“Brother, don’t talk about this…”Bertrand quickly said, “We’ve seen how you’ve taken care of us all 

these years. This is nothing…” 

“One thing is another…”Ryan waved his hand, then took out two more boxes and handed them to the 

two TIA sisters. 

The two sisters took a look and took a deep breath. Although the items in the boxes were not as 

expensive as Bertrand’s, they were still considered excellent. The two of them looked at each other, and 

the resentment in their hearts lessened a lot… … 

However, TIA did not relax. Instead, she asked carefully, “Big Brother, is there anything else you need us 

to do?” 

As soon as she said this, Bertrand, who was already in tears of gratitude, was suddenly stunned. The box 

in his hand almost fell to the ground. 

If these things had a purpose, then the nature was different, especially now… … 

As the next appointed heir of the family, and as the commander-in-chief of a galaxy under Bolton, 

theoretically speaking, what could these newly graduated juniors help him with? 

If they could even think of it with their butts, they could only make a fuss about the seer matter. 

However, in the Federation, betraying the god Lord was a felony! 

“Big… Big Brother…”Bertrand felt his throat dry up. … 

“Look at you… What kind of person do you think Big Brother Is?”Ryan smiled and knocked on Tia’s head. 

Tia covered her head and looked at him in puzzlement. 

“Big Brother doesn’t have anything for you to do. I just hope that you won’t be wronged!”Ryan smiled 

and shook his head. “When you arrive at Seer’s side, if you really can’t Stand the environment there, 

take a leave and come back. Tell Big Brother that I’ll go and look for him personally. I’ll use this face of 

mine to ask seer to tear the contract for you…”. “… “…” 



The three of them froze when they heard that. Beside them, Hughes snorted and said, “Seriously, you’re 

just being kind…” 

The three of them lowered their heads in shame. Ryan quickly glared at Hughes again. When Hughes 

saw this, he quickly stopped talking. 

Ryan sighed and turned around to Pat the heads of his two cousins. “Just don’t hold a grudge against Big 

Brother…” 

“How can Big Brother!”Emma was the first to cry out: “We misunderstood Big Brother…” 

Tia bit her lip too, feeling ashamed. 

It seems to be a misunderstanding, Big Brother or the previous big brother… 

———- 

After comforting the two sisters, Raine exhorted them to work hard in their new place and not to get 

carried away by their internal relationships. The competition between Burton’s forces was very big. It 

seemed that they were here to teach the juniors… … 

The juniors lowered their heads to receive the instruction. 

After talking for almost two to three hours, Ryan said goodbye to his siblings and slowly returned to his 

reception room. 

“You’re back?” 

As soon as he returned to the reception room, a deep voice sounded. Ryan’s body stiffened and he 

quickly went forward. “My Liege…” 

It was obvious that the person waiting for him in the reception room was Lord Bolton. 

“How’s the situation?”Bolton asked with a smile. 

“Not bad. The three of them shouldn’t have any suspicions…” 

“What About That Thing? Is it possible for it to be exposed?” 

“It shouldn’t be…”. Ryan shook his head and said, “There aren’t any technological products in the boxes 

given to the siblings. Instead, it’s the coordinates that master Shawn used in the base through karmic 

force. Furthermore, the coordinates were shattered and placed in three spatial folding boxes. Even a 

star-grade seer would find it difficult to detect it “…”. “With the coordinates, the seer will be able to lock 

onto the seer faction’s position very quickly. At that time, sir will be able to see clearly what secrets that 

Kid has!” 

“Good, well done!”Burton smiled. 

Chapter 899 snatching people (Part One) 

“Cousin Byron…”on the way back… The three of them deliberately gathered together. After all, they 

would be working under seer for ten years, and they were working under someone whom they had 

despised since they were young. They had to discuss it with each other… 



Emma asked carefully, “What should we do in the future?” 

“There’s nothing to worry about…”Blanc said in a low voice, “Brother Ryan has given us so many 

supplies. It’s enough for us to not have a nutritional shortage for the next ten years.” 

“I mean when we’re under seer… we…”Emma gritted her teeth. “What should we do?” 

“Just be serious and don’t make mistakes…”. “…”. Blanc hesitated for a moment and finally said, “No 

matter what, Seer is our boss now, and he has given us such a high salary. We have to do what we have 

to do seriously, and try not to let him find excuses to slander our resume!” 

 

“Well…”Emma quickly nodded. “We won’t let that guy ruin our resume…” 

“Emma, we have to change the address now!”Tia said seriously, “We have to call him Lord!” 

“Oh… isn’t he not here?”Emma pouted. 

“We have to get used to it…”. TIA quickly said, “There must be an intelligent monitor in his territory. If 

you don’t get used to it, he will easily label you as disrespecting the Lord, and it will be very bad for your 

future career!” 

“HMM… that makes sense!” 

The three of them were stunned because this voice was obviously not made by any one of them. 

However, the fourth voice was very familiar. 

“Seer, what are you doing here?”Bailence was the first to ask. 

“Of course I’m here for a walk…”seer looked at the three nervous people inexplicably. “I’m not here to 

take a piss, am I?” 

Bailence’s face darkened. “Don’t be careless. Are you following us?” 

While bailence was on guard, he was also a little shocked. Xi Ye was only a level-6 lord, but he had 

appeared behind them without a sound, making him, a level-8 berserker, unconscious. This meant that 

his power of law was very perfect, it was said that he had only registered a planet for less than five 

years. Wasn’t this progress a little exaggerated? 

“Why would I follow my own employees?”Seer tilted her head and looked at the three of them. “Or do 

the three of you have the intention to invade my influence?” 

“Don’t talk nonsense!”Bertrand said angrily. 

“You have to be careful of your attitude…”seer smiled. “Although you haven’t officially joined, you’ve 

already signed the contract. With this attitude, I can still give you the title of disrespecting the Liege!” 

“You…”bailens was instantly angered. Tia immediately said, “Lord, weren’t you invited to afternoon tea 

by the principal? Why are you here?” 

Seer: “Hehe…” 



When he mentioned that afternoon tea, he was filled with anger. After settling the matter of more than 

a dozen players, the principal did not even bother to heat up the tea and directly brought the group of 

players to visit the school. It was as if he did not want to waste any time on himself… … 

If he had known earlier, he would have hesitated a little more. If he had bought some time, at least he 

could have gotten some good tea to drink… … 

There were also more than a dozen heartless brats. After having a stepmother, they had forgotten their 

father. Now, none of them had taken the initiative to contact him. When I get my scholarship, there will 

be a time for you brats to beg me! 

According to the God of Heaven’s regulations, all the assets of the god-colonized children belonged to 

the God of Heaven’s Lord, who had full control over them! 

“Don’t worry about me. If you have time, go back to your hometown and report to your parents. After 

that, go to my place, and you won’t be able to come back for a while…” 

“Ah?”The three of them were stunned. The other party’s tone made it sound like the three of them 

were going to work in your territory for hundreds of years. It had only been ten years, so what did it 

matter if they came back or not? 

Seer did not say anything and walked slowly in the opposite direction. 

“Sister… What do you think this guy means?”Emma asked first after seer left. 

Tia frowned. She could not say for a moment because she did not understand why seer would accept 

them and give them such a high salary. Did he really want to destroy their resumes? 

Even if the other party succeeded, his reputation in the family would be completely tarnished in the 

future. Did he not care about the Aldia family at all? 

That was true… “…”. Those ingrates who almost emptied the family would not care about what 

happened to the family? 

At this thought, TIA finally said, “Don’t think too much. Just like cousin bailence said, just make fewer 

mistakes…” 

“Well… I know, cousin…”Emma nodded, but then she saw cousin bailence who was in a daze and asked 

curiously, “Cousin, why are you always in a daze today? Is it too much of a shock?” 

“Emma!”Tia immediately glared at her. How could she stab someone’s wound? 

“That’s not it…”bailence came back to his senses, he looked at Emma kindly and knew that she had 

always been careless, so he did not mind, he replied gently, “With the supplies from Big Brother Ryan, 

even if Seer’s environment is bad, I should be able to break through to level eight to level nine in the 

next ten years…” 

“That’s a good thing. is that cousin’s wonderful life after his breakthrough?” 

“You little girl…”Bailun rolled his eyes at her, then said in a low voice, “I met Grandpa Hillray Today…” 

“Hillray?”The TIA sisters were stunned when they heard that. 



Hillray was an old friend of the old patriarch, and also a teacher with high learning experience. It was 

said that the old patriarch had been taught by him before. 

He had always taken good care of the younger generation of the Eldia family. When the younger 

generation saw him, they would respectfully call him grandpa… 

“Did the old man say anything?” 

“Grandpa Hilary said…”bailens lowered his voice and said, “Seer seems to be highly regarded by senior 

Cornnistan. He said that it might be beneficial for me to do things seriously under him…” 

“No Way!”Emma suddenly screamed. “Konistan? That big shot Konistan who was poached from 

Lannister Academy?” 

“Emma!”Tia glared at him again. “Lower Your Voice and pay attention to your address!” 

“Oh…” 

After Tiya reprimanded Emma, she turned to look at bailence. “Cousin, are you sure? Seer is a level six 

lord. How did he get to know such a person?” 

“He’s already very strange, okay?”Belance smiled bitterly. “Why don’t you tell me how a level-six lord 

like him has the face to let the principal receive him personally?” 

“This…”Tia was instantly puzzled. 

That’s right… on what basis? 

——– 

On the other side, in the principal’s office, the Konistan that Belance spoke of was making things difficult 

for the principal! 

“Sir Principal, isn’t this a bad idea?”Konisten’s expression was extremely ugly at this moment. “Those 

are the students that I discovered. Why should they be distributed to the instructors of other 

departments?” 

“Calm down, Mr. Konisten…”the principal looked at the other party guiltily, he smiled guiltily and said, 

“Isn’t this also for the sake of those children? “I understand that more than half of those children were 

not born in the mechanical department. If I force them to talk to you, it would waste precious time to 

re-learn the system. Isn’t it a waste of time?” 

“Why is the principal playing tricks on Me?”Konistan sneered and said, “With their aptitude, how much 

time would it take for them to change to a series? “If you are worried about this, don’t worry. Give me 

half a year, and I can make them reach the undergraduate level of the Mechanical Department!” 

“This… This also has to consider the students’interests and aspirations, right? Since they chose the non-

mechanical department, they are naturally more interested in other departments, right?” 

Konistan: “Then you don’t have to worry, president. Give me half a year, and I will make them 

completely fall in love with my class!” 



The president was helpless. “There are so many young talents. You should at least give some soup to the 

other departments, right?” 

“What’s too much? Only Twelve…”. “When they get to phd students, my research topics will not be 

enough, okay?” “What’s more, those mediocre talents from the other departments have no right to 

teach such good talents?” 

“Senior Konistan, you’re going too far!”The door of the principal’s office suddenly opened, and a group 

of old men wearing different colored robes filed in… … 

Chapter 900 Snatching People (middle) 

“Director? Why Don’t you go in?” 

Outside the principal’s office, some instructors of the combat department who were watching the show 

looked at the finance director who was smoking in the corner and asked in amusement. 

“Go in my ass!”The director took a deep breath and smoked the handmade cigarette of the earth elves 

in his hand to the butt of the cigarette. Then, he flicked his hand lightly, the cigarette butt turned into a 

beautiful arc and accurately fell into the smart cleaning bucket half a kilometer away. 

“There’s a group of big shots fighting inside. If I go in, I’ll definitely be dragged by the president to take 

the blame. I’m not that stupid…” 

Everyone laughed when they heard that. 

 

In order to develop Xandar into a comprehensive department school, the current president had poached 

many excellent instructors for basic courses over the years. Each of them was not as powerful as a top-

level big shot like Konistan, but they were all very famous teachers in the industry. 

“Are these students that powerful? Those guys actually dared to go and fight with Connistan?”One of 

the Titan Department teachers asked curiously. 

Many of the Combat Department teachers also looked over curiously. After all, Connistan was a real big 

shot in the industry. Based on seniority, those famous teachers in the school had to address him as 

senior.., moreover, Konisten had just been invited, and he was valued by the principal. How dare he 

steal his student? 

“How should I put it…”the Master of the finance department smacked his lips and said in the end, “Don’t 

you remember that Konisten wanted to apply for a large scholarship to enroll students with me a while 

ago?” 

“Yes… I’ve heard of it…”a beautiful female professor beside him nodded, however, she had a pair of 

green wings on her back. “It’s said that she’s a scion of the royal family of the Seely clan, especially one 

of them. She was valued by many Asgard palaces at such a young age, and she obtained four Golden 

Keys. She’s a top-notch beauty in the summoning department…”. “…” 

“I’m afraid that the aptitude of this batch of children is not at all inferior to that batch of scions of the 

Royal Family. Yes… it might be even higher!” 



“No Way? Higher than the Xi Ling Royal Children?”The Thunder clan’s Hilary’s eyelids twitched as he 

said, “Even if they are developers, it shouldn’t be to such an extent, right?” 

“Developers?”The surrounding people were stunned. “Hilary, did you just say developers?” 

“Mm…”Hilary nodded, yesterday, I happened to see them in the reception room. More than a dozen of 

them were developers, and their spiritual purity was very high. They were indeed top-notch aptitude, 

but wasn’t it a little exaggerated to say that they were even better than the royal children? 

“Damn, more than a dozen top-notch developers?”A few instructors next to them were stunned. No 

wonder there was such a big lineup! 

The financial director lowered his voice and said, “The principal went to test them personally this 

afternoon. These developers, regardless of their spiritual purity, computational ability, memory, and 

mental agility, are all top-notch among the top. If the pureblood developers were not extinct, the 

principal and I would have thought that they were the descendants of the survivors of the ancient 

developers…”. …” 

“Really?”Everyone gasped. “Pureblood developer, how dare you…” 

“I wouldn’t say that if I hadn’t seen it with my own eyes… . “master shook his head solemnly. “It’s too 

perfect. In this detailed test, I got full marks in every test. I also participated in the test of the royal 

children of the Starry Sky Elves in the Starry Sky Academy. To be honest, it might not be so perfect. I 

really don’t know where that Little Lord found these juniors… . .” 

“Hiss! !” 

Everyone looked at each other and didn’t know what to say for a while. Some people suddenly felt that 

they couldn’t eat melons, because if what the other party said was true, then this year’s freshman 

department of Basic Science and the Department of Arcana is not to crush the Department of Combat? 

In a traditional martial arts school, students of the combat department can’t even compete with 

students of the basic department, so… 

At the thought of this, some of the instructors couldn’t help but frown. “D * mn, why would such a good 

junior be sent here? Is there something wrong with the Elders’brains?” 

“That’s right! !”The group of Combat Department instructors hurriedly nodded in agreement. 

When the finance director saw this, his eyelids twitched, and he couldn’t help but think to himself, ‘it 

really is the bottom that decides the brain. This group of usually big and burly fellows can still 

understand the power relationship at critical moments…’. . . 

———- — 

There’s a lot of eating going on outside, and there’s a lot of debate going on inside… . . 

A group of teachers surrounded the principal’s office, not the slightest intention of compromise, the 

principal looked at the big head, could not help but complain in his heart: “Tin foil that Guy went to 

where? Do not come back to help the management share some of the firepower?” 



“Headmaster!”Konistan stared coldly at the headmaster who was trying to play dead, not giving him a 

chance to paddle, he said coldly, “I’m the one who discovered these students, right? It was also me who 

proposed the enrollment scholarship to stabilize the elders of those children, wasn’t it? I’ve already 

done all the work, isn’t it inappropriate to let others pick the Peaches Now?” 

The principal: “UH… about this…” 

“Senior Konistan, your words are wrong…”. A man in a black robe next to him said darkly, “As far as I 

know, the one who recently discovered these students is a teacher from the combat department, right 

“You make it sound as if these developers were brought in by you from the outside. Since that Lord 

brought so many juniors here, it’s obvious that he wants to attract our attention. Even without you, 

would we have missed it?” “You just took advantage of it!” 

“That’s right! That’s right!”The many teachers nodded their heads repeatedly. 

Konistan stared at the other party coldly. He was more familiar with this person. He was a teacher from 

the school’s Shadow Department and was considered a relatively unpopular major. However, the other 

party was a genius who could open up the world of Shadow Stream by himself, he was considered an 

extremely outstanding rising star. 

Facing such a newborn calf, Konistan did not hold back at all. He retorted coldly, “Then why do you think 

others would deliberately bring such an outstanding developer Junior to a martial arts school? Do you 

think it’s because of your face?” 

“Don’t tell me it’s because of you?” 

“Of course it’s because of me!”Konistan said sternly without holding back at all. “With the aptitude of 

those few children, across the entire federation, which school wouldn’t be fighting over them? Why did 

they have to come to a martial arts school? Of course it’s because I came here, that’s why they chose 

this place!” 

“Ha…”the other party retorted mercilessly. “They really don’t know their place. A person whose position 

has been snatched, I wonder where he gets his confidence from?” 

“Young man, watch your words!”Konistan’s face instantly darkened. A huge wave of spiritual power 

pressed down like a dark cloud covering up. 

“Ha…”the other party was not afraid at all, he looked at the other party provocatively. There were only 

two types of mechanical combat methods. One was mecha, and the other was magic machinery. Just 

like summoners, they relied on external objects. He was different. His type specialized in killing 

techniques. Even though the other party was famous, he was not afraid of the other party even though 

they were both at the star level… 

“Alright…”the principal could no longer pretend to be a turtle when he saw that they were about to start 

a fight, he could only brace himself and come out to mediate, “I understand that everyone wants a good 

source of students, but this thing is always limited. All of you here are the top teachers in my school. I 

also believe that these good students can be nurtured into talents in your hands, but there are only a 

few of them, right? Even if we split them up, one on each side is not enough, right?” 



The teachers looked at each other and found that it seemed to be the case. The reason why they were 

united against Konistan was that he wanted to take it all for himself, but just as the principal said.., there 

were more than three hundred subjects in the basic science department and the Arcana Department. 

Most of the top teachers here were the dean of several departments, but there were still nearly forty of 

them. Twelve students were not enough to be divided. 

“So what I mean is…”the principal said with a smile, “Let the children and their elders make their own 

decisions. What do you think?” 

The outstanding teachers were silent for a moment, because it seemed that this method was more 

feasible at the moment. Surprisingly, Konistan did not continue to refute, mainly because he believed in 

it very much, the reason that the young lord had brought his juniors here was for him. He definitely 

would not let these high-quality children join those scum. 

Thinking of this, he did not refute the principal’s argument. 

Therefore, that night, Seer, who had not even had afternoon tea, received an invitation to have morning 

tea the next day… 


